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                           § 1. Introduction 

 Need of a suitable standard of stability for ships has long been recognized, in view of promot-

ing safety of lives and vessels at sea. The problem is, however, rather complex . and involves 

so many difficulties, and it may be said that little development of significance has been made 

in this field in Japan. 

 At present, in conjunction with the program to revise various regulations under the new Ships 

Safety Law, a drafting board has been set up within Ministry of Trasportation, and the work 

on establishing standards of stability for various types and duties of vessels are now being in 

steady progress with the cooperation of Tokyo and Kyushu Universities, Nippon Kaiji Kyokai 

(Japan Maritime Corporation), etc.. As the first step, a standard of stability for ships engaged 
in Smooth Water Service has been developed, and inspections based on this standard have been 

in force since the beginning of this year. The authors intend to describe the basic principles 

and process followed in preparing this standard, and would like to have wider recognition and 

criticism on our scheme. 
 The standard cannot be declared, of course, to be a perfect one, containing many an open 

question in itself, and any unreasonable provisions are subject to`amendment in the future. It 
would be nevertheless of interest to note that a standard has been established, in that it may 

at least be utilized as a measure to compare stabilities of different vessels. It is strongly hoped 

that, making this standard as an initiative, an improved criterion for ship's stability may be 

developed.

                           2. Basic Principles 

 As the heeling forces, wind pressure and movement of passengers were consiaered, and it 

was aimed to require the ship to have an iiitial stability which will not allow the ship to heel 

over and beyond a certain limitation by these heeling moments. 

 The following basic principles were assumed to proceed with the preparation of this standard : 

 (1) Use of statical stability for the final criterion. 

 (2) As thee heeling forces, only the wind pressure and the shifting of passengers were con-
   sidered, and the effects of wave, steering, etc. were excluded from the considerations. 

 (3) Overloading of passengers in excess of permissible capacity would not be dealt with, as 

   there are other existing regulations prohibiting it. 

 (4) Passengers of the capacity number were assumed to move within the space allotted for 
   them. 

 (5) The maximum angle of inclination was limited to 80 w of the freeboard, allowing for
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   other effects such as waves. The freeboard in the calculation was also limited to the depth 

   of side which will submerge at the angle of heel of 20°, thus preventing at the same time 

   the ship from inclining to an excessive angle. 

                 § 3. heeling Moment due to Wind Pressure 

  When considering the heeling moment caused by wind pressure, let us first assume the center 

of pressure is located at the geometrical center of the projected lateral area of portion of ship 

above waterline, as shown in Fig. 1. Then the heeling moment due to wind pressure, 111W, in 

ton-m, may be expressed by the equation :

Mω=⊥ ρCpん2乃
2

where,ρ=densityofair,intonssec2加4

=,19只>1n-4fnhqqρr・21、 …4

 The 

results

      C D = lateral air drag coefficient 

       A =projected lateral area of portion of vessel above waterline, in n2 

       v = wind velocity, in m/sec 

       h =vertical distance between the center of pressure and the center of lateral re-

           sistance of water, which is the geometrical center of projected lateral area 

           of the hull under waterline, in m. 

measured values of CD have been made available by many observers and some of the 

are listed in Table 1.

 On the other hand, the actual magnitude of heeling moment due to wind pressure directly 

measured by Mr. Okada and the results published in the paper (4J , reveals that the center of 

pressure is located considerably above the geometrical center of projected lateral area of portion 
of ship above waterline. If we now take : 

            ho =vertical distance from the actual center of pressure to the center of lateral 

              resistance 

            h =vertical distance from the centerr of area A to the center of lateral resistance, 

ratio of ho to h has been found to be in the order exemplified in Table 2.

Fig.1

TABLE1.ValuesofCn

TABLE2.Ratioofhotoh
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  Therefore, h may be used in lieu of ho to simplify the calculations, provided that the values 

of CD should be increased to incorporate the effect of rise in actual center of pressure. Weigh-

ing the averge value of CD. ho(h shown in Table 2, and also with reference to papers (1) & (2), 

the value of 1.25 for CD was adopted for our purpose. Therefore : 

             1VIZ~ = 0.78 x 10-4Ahv2 (1) 

  In passing, Mr. Kato's paper shows the variation of heeling moment due to wind pressure at 

different angle of heel. In view of far less magnitude of heeling moment due to wind pressure 

compared to that due to movement of passengers, with the •ships engaged in Smooth Water 
'Service

, equation (1) was adopted for simplification. 

  In the United States, as shown in Appendices II & (6) ; III & (7), the steady wind velocity 
sof 37 miles per hour (or 16.5 m/sec) is adopted for fully protected areas such as rivers, harbors, 
-etc ., and the value of 45 miles per hour (or 20.1 m/sec) for partially protected areas such as 

lakes, bays, sounds, etc., as well as for Great Lakes (summer). It is diff=icult to determine the 

clear-cut standard for steady wind velocity for ships engaged in Smooth Water Service, but it 

seems not too unfit to assume the average wind velocity of about 10,m/sec. In actual cases 

however, it is essential to take into consideration the sudden gusts of the order of 1.4 times the 

'averge wind velocity, and therefore the standard wind velocity of 15 m/sec was adopted by the 

board. Substituting this value with v in equation (1), we have : 

           .1VIw = 0.0176 Ah (2)

             § 4. Heeling Moment due to Movement of Passengers 

  In the case of passenger ships for Smooth Water Service, which carry on board a relatively 

large number of passengers compared to the size of these ships, heeling moment due to move-
ment of passengers is of considerable magnitude, but little useful informations on this subject 
may be found. Whereupon, authors have decided to determine the heeling moment due to 
:normally incidental movement of passengers by the method described below. 

  (1) Distance of movement of passengers' load 
  Let us suppose that a number n of passengers in the passenger spaces are first distributed at 
the density r per unit floor area (in persons/m2), and then these passengers have moved and 
formed the density ro (in persons/m2), and their center of gravity has moved the distance d 

(in m). When,, as shown in Fig. 2, the x-axis is taken along the athwartship direction, and y-
-axis along the longitudinal direction of the passenger space in the ship, within the small strip 
area dy, the distributed breadth of passengers is 2 x • y after the passengers have moved, and 

0 

'therefore it follows that thei
r center of gravity has moved the distance x• 1- r- While the 

                                                                                ro 
number of passengers in this strip is r•2x•dy, it further follows

  Where 1 i x2 • dy lx • du is not hing but the athwartship dis-        2 
0 0 

lance from the centerline of passenger space to the center Fig. 2
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of passenger

 When we 

are free to

Therefore

t2 

m 

 b-1 B 4 

 d- 1    2\

space on one side of centerline, namely, b (in m), then 

d=2(1-_!) b 
         ro 

ke B (in m) as the average athwartship distance, within 

ovc, the results of our calculations with the various ships

r 1B 
ro )

 which the 

indicate

passengers

(3)

 The actual grouping test of passengers in a limited area demonstrated that the maximum 

value of 9 persons/m2 for ro may be reached, and the value of 7 persons/m2 is readily attained 

under normal conditions. The investigation conducted by the authors (Appendix I) also indicates 

that all the passengers may easily move from the centerline to either side abreast (ro=-2r). As 

the r-value of these ships was 3.33 persons/m°, ro comes to 6.66 persons/m9. Therefore, the ro-

value of 7 persons/m2 was confirmed here as readily attainable under actual circumstances. 

 In Fig. 3, where r is the abscissa, 2 d/B the ordinate, equation (3) can be illustrated by line 

A which corresponds to ro of 7 persons/m2. Line A is correct in theory, while i` would be too 

rigorous to assume that all the passengers move at the same time to a uniform nsity.

 The authors' field investigations (Ap-

pendix I) involved the experiments of 
moving passengers. When the distance 

of passengers' CG movement is asses-

sed from the actual angle of heel in 

these experiments, it comes as plottedd 

in Fig. 3, showing the values about 

one-half the height of line A. This 

tendency may be attributed to the 

fact that each ship was under way 

and that the movement of passengers 

could not be accomplished to a uniformm 

density due to various obstructions on . 
board. The authors have, therefore ,. 
seen fit to adopt, as the optimum

measure, line B of Fig. 3, namely, 

d - 1 l1- r             B and ro = 7    4 ~
~ ro

persons/m2

 Let us now attempt to translate the meaning. of equation (4) in other words . Supposing that 
the passengers move from the density r to r' , then : 

                       1---1 B               d=- 1 
                 2 r') 

 By equating this equation to . (4), we have : 
             1 _ 1(1 1                  -+---

               r ' _ 2\r ro 
 That is to say, the passengers condensate to the arithmetical mean value'between the original 

and the possible per capita floor area. 
 The recommendations by American Marine Standards Committee (See Appendix II and C6)). 

may be interpreted to have assumed the movement of all the passengers from the centerline to

Fig. 3
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either one side of the centerline (d= b), and U.S. Coast Guard Regulations (See Appendix III and 

(7)) to have reduced it to d=0.31 b, and therefore these requirements may be expressed by lines 

C and D respectively in Fig. 3. In both cases however, the maximum angle of heel is limited 

to one-half the freeboard or 7 degrees whichever is less. There are also shown in Fig. 3, r-

values of 3.333 persnos/m2 and 2.222 persons/m2, that are most frequently found with the pas-

senger ships for Smooth Water Service. 

 (2) Density of passengers before movement 
 When the passenger capacity of the passenger space is denoted by n persons, and the area 

of the space by a (in m2), the average area per passenger is a/n. Article 93 of our Sempaku 

Setsubi Kitei (Regulations for the Arrangements of Ships) provides the values of a/n as shown 

in Table 3 for the passenger ships engaged in Smooth Water Service.

 It appears therefore permissible to take n~a for the values of r. As the investigations by the 

authors indicate, however, passengers do not occupy the area in between couches, tables, etc. Thus, 

       TABLE 4. Values of a, ai and a2 when the area occupied by these obstructions

is denoted by al (in m°), r then becomes 

n/(a-ai). It should be noted again that the 

area a in these Regulations consists only of 

the space fitted for the accomodation of pas-

sengers, and do not include such spaces as 

passage-ways, stairways, etc., where the

passengers may also freely move about. When the area of these spaces totals a2, then : 
n              r=                  a-at+a2 

Table 4 lists the values of a, al and a2 of some ships, and indicates that al is larger than a2 for 

the smallest ships, but becomes smaller than a2 as the size of the ship increases. It follows 

that it is not necessary to consider couches, tables, etc., except for smallest ships, and it would 

not constitute too heavy a demand in general even though r were represented by n/a. Eventual-
ly, n/a was adopted for the value of r with ordinary ships in question. Incidentally , values of 
r(=n/a) are mostly either 3.333 or 2.222 persons/m2. 

 (3) The maximum athwartship distance of free passenger movement 
 The average athwartship distance of free passenger m~}vement within the passenger spaces is, 

in ordinary cases, equal to the average extreme breadth of the passenger spaces, as shown in 

Fig. 4. When there are such spaces as passage-ways outside the proper passenger-carrying 

spaces, as shown in Fig. 5, these should be included to assess the mean breadth. When these 

outside spaces are narrower than 40 cm, as shown in Fig. 6, they are to be excluded in obtain-

ing B, as being impassable by passengers.

TABLE 3. Minimum Area per Passenger
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                 Fig. 4 

 (4) Heeling moment 
When, 

  Mp = Heeling moment due to movement of 

     passengers, in ton-m 

   w=Average weight of a passenger, in 

    tons 

  then, Mp is the sum of heeling moments 

    due to movement of passengers in. each 

    passenger-carrying space, that is :

          Mp = Enwd 

 Therefore, entering d(4) into this equation, we have 

         MP= + wE~ (l - y n B 
                4 yo 

Assuming w=0.06 ton, ro = 7 persons/m2, and Y = n 

a 

          Mp=0.00214 E(7 - n ~nB 
                                 a~

                   5. Maximum Permissible Angle of Heel 

 Maximum angle of heel adopted in the United' States is limited to one-half the freeboard or T 

degrees, but to either wind pressure or movement of passengers, independent on each other, as 

quoted in Appendices II & (6) ; III & (7). In our standard, the heeling moment was assumed 

as a sum of the moments due to combined wind pressure and movement of passengers, and the 

maximum angle of heel was limited to 800 of the freeboad, making a certain allowance for waves 

and other effects. That is,

when,

We may

    O =Maximum angle of heel, 

    B = Beam of the ship, in m 

   f = Freeboard of the ship, in 

write, 

    tan 8=2(0.8f -)-= 1.6f                                     - - f           B B

in 

m

degrees

君 ≧'4・ocm

Fig.5

名 く40C肌

Fig.6

●7〆 冗

Fig.7 Fig.8

1

Fig.9
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Even though the ship may have sufficient freeboard, excessive angle of heel must be avoided.. 
Therefore, it was decided to limit the value of freeboard, f, in the formula too be not in excess 

of depth of side submersion at the angle of heel of 20 degrees. 

         fc 1 B tan 200 2 

       or f~B/5.5 (8) 

 The freeboard should be measured in general to the top of the upper deck as shown in. 

Fig. 7, but in such cases as Fig. 8 where the side plating is watertight to a certain level above 

the upper deck, or where there is an opening below the upper deck, Fig. 9, it should be measur-

ed to the lowest edge of non-watertight portion. 

                       § 6. Standard of Stability 

 As stated, the ships must have an inital stability which will not allow the ships to heel in 

excess of the limited angle under wind pressure and movement of passengers. This is expres-

se l by the following equation, where GM is the metacentric height (in m) and a the displacement 

(i z tons) of the ship : 
          GM>(Mw+Mp)/4 tan 0 (9) 

Substittuting equations (I) and (5) into above, it follows : 

         GM> {0.78 x 10 4 Ahv2+ 1 w 1- r nB J./d tan 0 (10) 
                              ~ ro 

 The working formula is obtained by introducing equations (2), (6), (7) and (8) into the above

general equation (9) 

         GM>(1.1 Ah±EknB)B/100fd 

           fB/5.5 (11) 

n 

             k=0.134(7--) 
a whore values of k may be obtained from Table 5, because 

n/a may be substituted by n/a from Table 3. 

 Table 6 illustrates the results derived from the actual 

ships using the formula (11). The calculated results requir-

ed by U.S. Coast Guard Regulations are also 

TABLE 6. Calculated

shown for comparison. 

Results for Actual Ships

TABLE 5. Values of k
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                       § 7. Additional Notes 

There are some features to be born in mind when using this standard above outlined. They are: 

(1) The standard assumes that the stability curve forms a sine curve, as may be seen from 
  equation (9)'. This is justified on account of the limitation of the maximum angle to about 

  16° (which is 800 of the freeboard corresponding to the inclination of 20°), and also be-

 cause the maximum GZ's of the majority of ships are found between 20 and 25 degrees of 

 heel. The assumption, GZ=GMsin 0, is therefore always on the safety side for the ordinary 

 ships, and it does nbt give too different a value from the ,actual GZ. For the ships with 

  pronounced flare or tumble-home, and those with bulge, etc., it is necessary of course to 
 derive and use the actual GZ. 

(2) Passengers were supposed to be of capacity number and to move on athwartship direc-
 tion on a predetermined level. If the passngers were to move on to higher decks , for ex-

 ample, GM would be reduced, and the ships passable under this requirement might not 

 necessarily remain safe. 

(3) The ships were supposed to carry capacity number of passengers. By substituting n = ra 
 into equation (5). 

         Mp= 1 war 1- r a B 
               4 ro 

The heeling moment due to movement of passengers varies aloilg a parabola , as shown in Fig.

r

10, reaching to a maximum at r= 2 . The value of ro 
was taken 7 persons/m2, and as seen from Table 3, r never 
reaches to v. Therefore, from Fig. 10, Mp becomes the 
largest when the ship carries passengers to the capacity . 

On the contrary, M0 is of course greater when carrying 

less passengers, but is still far smaller than Mp in magni-

tude. This condition, however, gives greater freeboard, and thence greater angle of heel per-

missible, and furthermore increased GM in ordinary vessels. For these reasons, the considera-

tion of the only case when carrying a total of capacity passengers is justifiable. 

                              § 8. Conclusions 

  In the foregoing, authors have attempted to describe the principles and procedures in prepar-
ing the standard, which may be summarized as follows : 

  (1) The standard of stability was selected so that a safe initial stability would be maintained 
   against the average wind velocity of about 10 m/sec (steady wind velocity of 15 r/sec) 

abeam the ship, and under the movement of passengers normally incidental . 

  (2) Heeling moment.due to movement of passengers is far greater than that due to wind pressure. 

  (3) The athwartship movement of CG of passengers was determined according to the original 
    density of passengers, a departure from the conventional uniform practice. 

 As admitted in the introduction of this paper, this standard may hardly be asserted as per-

fect, and contains many problems yet to be solved. For instance, there are some places in the 

scope of smooth Water Area, where the effect of waves cannot be neglected . But the patterns 
of waves are so various and complex at the different places in the same Smooth Water Area , 
that even the attempt to determine standard wave profile presents a very difficult problem . In-
cluding a solution of this important problem, it is strongly hoped that a more reasonable stand-

and of stability will be developed in the future.
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APPENDIX REPORT OF INVESTIGATIONS ON STABILITY OF SHIPS 

                  ON " ASHI-NO-KO " AND " BI WA-KO " LAKES 

 The authors have conducted investigations on stability of cruising vessels on " Ashi-no-Ko " 

and " Biwa-Ko " lakes. There were not many tourists, and therefore few full-load conditions 

available at the time of these investigations. Besides, passengers did not come out to weather 

decks due to the unfavourable weather. With these disadvantages, the objects, as previously ex-

pected, were not fully attained. Many groups of higher-and middle-school students on excursion 
were available, on the other hand,' and they were willing to cooperate with our experiments on 

the movement of passengers. 

 The tests conducted were of the nature listed in Table 7

  For the continuous recording of angle of heel, rolling recorder of U-tube type wvas used on 

 Ashi-no-Ko " and that of pendulum type on " Biwa-Ko." 

     Ship L 2 

  From the results of inclining experiment, displacement, GM, etc. under each condition were 

calculated and are shown in Table 8. 

  (1) Normal angle of heel and normal movement of passengers 

 As indicated by the continuous record of angle of heel, Fig. 11, the ship heels to port and 

starboard following the guide's explanations, and also when a pleasure boat comes close and

  TABLE 7.  Vessels tested and types of test
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attracts passengers on one side. A maximum angle 

  TABLE 8. GM under

of 5° was registered when the 

each . condition

pleasure boat

appeared on the starboard side. Heeling moment of 5.73 t-m is required to heel the ship to this 

angle, and this moment would have caused the ship under full load condition (4=127.07 t) to 

heel, when GM= 0.410 m, i.e., passengers at proper position, to 0=7°, and when GM =0.297 m, 

i.e., all passengers on promenade deck, to 0=9.8°. 

 Assuming that this moment was caused by the movement of all the passengers on each deck, 

the change in the density is derived from : 

            355X0.055X BX 1- r =5.73                       2 ro 

Therefore, r = 0.893, or r=1.12 r. Further, athwartship movement of CG of passengers =0.30m            Yo 
   B Assuming that only the passenger, who spotted the pleasure boat, moved, and that   20 

they were 200 persons in number, ro =1.23 r.

(2) Passenger movemont experiment 
   The results of this experiment is shown in Fig. 12. 

 (a) Movement only within promenade deck house 
   No. of passengers moved : 95. Moved to starboard side on centerline. 

         Estimated heeling moment= 95 X 0.050 X B 4 

   When= Breadth of the deck house, or 4 m, 0=3° 

   WhenB = 3 m, i.e., bench spaces do not admit passengers, 0=2.25° 

 (b) Movement only within upper deck house 
   No. of passengers moved : 225. Moved to starboard side on centerline. 

           Estimated heeling moment = 225 x 0.050 x B

Registered 0=1.4 

°

Registered 0=6°

   WhenB= 3 m, 0=6°. 

(3) Turing experiment 
   The results are shown in Fig. 12. 

   At -1 ahead and 10° helm, registered 0 =2.3° 2 

   The equivalent heeling moment would have heeled the ship 

   (4= 127.07 t) as much as: 

   When GM=0.410 m, or passengers at proper position, 8=3.7° 

   When GM= 0.297 m, or all passengers on promenade deck, 0=5.1°

under load condition
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     Next, at 1 ahead and 20° helm, registered 6=3.5° 
2 

. 

 The equivalent moment would have caused the ship under load condition (d =127.07 t) and with: 

            GM= 0.410 m, to heel 0=5.7 or GM= 0.297 m, to heel 0=80 

 (4) Rolling experiment 

   (a) During inclining experiment, 
B              GM=1.069 m, T=4.9 sec, K=2.53 m = 2
.37 

   (b) During the first trip (Fig. 11) 
     T was not measured, but from Fig. 11, 

              GM= 0.570 m,, T=7.4 sec, K=2.78 . m -- B                                                    2.60 

   (c) During the 2nd trip (Fig. 12) 

             GM= 0.740 m, T = 6.0 sec, ' K = 2.33 m B -                                                 2.37 

     Ship L 3 

 From the results of inclining experiment, displacement, GM etc. under each condition were 

calculated and given in Table 9.

Continuous record of angle of heel is shown by Fig. 13. 

(1) Normal angle of. heel 
 Normal angle of heel is very small. This can apparently be accredited to the ship's char-

acteristics giving a good command of view from the promenade deck and also having a rela-

tively high GM. 

(2) Passenger movent experiment (only on promenade deck) 

 (a) When the passengers on one side of centerline moved to centerline passage-way, re-

   gistered 0=3° 

       Since r= 4.12 persons/m2, and ro = 5.75 persons/m° =1.39 r 

           B =3.00 m gives 0=4.5° 

   which is in excess of the observed value. This is accredited to the fact that the density 

   was not uniform, but was higher adjacent to the centerline. 

 (b) When the passengers moved from the centerline to starboard side of centerline, 

   registered 0=50 

 Since r=4. 12 persons/m°, and ro = 8.24 persons/m2=2.0 r 

           B= 3.00 m gives 0=8° 

   To give actual 0=50, B must be B = (3.00-1.1) m 

(3) Turning experiment 
   At full ahead and 30° helm, registered 0=7.9°

TABLE9.GMundereachcondition
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 (4) Rolling 

     Ship L 

 The results 

condition.

experiment 
B GM

= 2.210 m, T=2. 5 sec, K=1.85 n=2
22                                               .

5I 
of inclining experiment give the following values of displacement, GM etc. for each

 Continuous record of angle of heel was obtained, but the angles were very small, as the rain 

and fog confined the passengers within the lounge. 

 (1) Turning experiment 
    At full ahead and 85° helm, registered 0=4° 

 (2) Rolling experiment 

             GM= 2.500 m, T=2. 6 sec, K=2. 05 m = B-- ,                                                   1.90 

    Ship L 7 

 The values of displacement, GM etc. under each condition were calculated as shown in Table 11.

  (1) Continuous recording of angle of heel and turning experiment 
    This ship had a very large GM and sufficient stability. 

 (2) Rolling experiment 

              GM= 2.630 m, T = 5.2 sec, K= 4.20 m = B                                                     2
.02 

                                Conclusions 

 The investigations revealed many features, unrecognized in the past, and some of which are 

listed below 

 (1) Angle of heel due to movement of passengers is greater when a novel thing appears on 

   a side of ship than while passengers coming on or off board. When coming on board, even 

   with a rush, passengers usually run to the other side and when leaving, passengers on 

   promenade deck converge to foreward and after stair-ways and only those on upper deck 
   shift to one side. Thus, the angle of heel is not so large in both cases. 

 (2) Angle of heel while turning is sometimes too important to be neglected. Even though

TABLE 10. GM under each condition

TABLE 11. GM under eachcondition
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 turning while under way full ahead is not imaginable, except when encountering the other 

 ship in a dense fog, and turning alone should not cause excessive heel, turning at a slow 

 speed when nearing to pier may sometimes register an appreciable heel. This is to say, 

 when arriving at pier, combined concentration of passengers to one side and turning may 

 give rise to large angle of heel. 

(3) When passengers move, it is safe to assume that they do not come into the area where 
 couches and sofas are placed. Therefore, the effect of couches must be taken into account. 

 This point has been re-examined in § 4 of this paper. 

(4) The ratio of densities before . and after the passenger movement was, under normal con-
 ditions, in the order of : ro =1. 12 r for ship L 2. Under intentional conditions, ro = 2 r, or 

 the movement from centerline to one side of centerline, is fully possible. 

(5) When passengers move to one side under nomal conditions, the existence of deck house 
 does not necessarily separate the movement in and out of the house. 

r

First  continuous record of angle of heel for 

Date: ~+ June 1953, 3.30 to 3.50 p.m., 
Trip: Rojiri to Moto-Hakone 
Passengers: 355 higher-school students 

             average weight per person,

/l. 

Ship L2. 

cloudy 

55 kg.

Crew and Measu~ere: 1:? 
  = 115.5 t GM a 0.57 m 

Rolling Period: 7.4 sec. 
C Clinometer reading.

Fig /2

oeconn coati :oua r ecorr of cnsle of ocel for 3 .U p I....

[note: j Jute 1953, 0.30 to IO.C' ..,. ,. 
Trio: "oto- <~:'.kone to•Kojiri 
Pnese:r:ers: 320 rnidale-scn ool )rd-dear 

                cei Tit. ~0.'kg/person

cloudy

it ud eons

Crew  and measurers: 
ll!*.g3 t, GM = 0

1~ 
.74

persona 
m
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(6) Heeling moment due to: mbvement of passengers may be considered statical, expcet in 
 extraordinary cases. 

(7) Rolling experiment can be accomplished more effectively by bringing the ship alongside 
 a pier and giving a seesaw by the rail, than the ordinary method of moving weights on board. 

(8) This sort of experiments and recordings of angle of heel when underway should be con-
 ducted several more times, preferably under full load conditions, to obtain data under more 

 severe circumstances.

   APPENDIX II. STABILITY AND LOADING OF SHIPS (FINAL REPORT OF THE 

              AMERICAN MARINE STANDARDS COMMITTEE) 

 The American Marine Standards Committee recommended the following standard of stability: 

 (1) Groups of vessels 

    Group I.-Ocean and coastwise. Group II.-Partially protected waters. Group III.--Smooth 

     and protected waters. 

 (2) Minimum initial stability 

   The minimum initial stability when operating is given by three formulas. 

   Formula 1-In all groups the heel is limited to that which will immerse not more than one-

 half of the freeboard and a maximum of 7° when the vessel is subjected to a steady beam wind 

 if about 55 miles per hour for Group I, 45 miles per hour for Group II, and 37 miles per hour 

 for Group III. 

   Formula 2-In all groups the heel is limited to that which will immerse not moree than one-

 half of the freeboard and a maximum of 7° when passengers crowd to one side. 

   Formula .3-In ill groups the heel is limited to that which will immerse not more than one-

 half the freedboar.d with limit of 7° when any two adjacent compartments on one side of the 

  vessel are assumed flooded due to damage. 

 (3) Required minimum GM 
   The minimum initial stability when operating shall be the maximum GM as .given by the 

following formulas : 

  (a) GM= CAhB/df.. • • • f must not be greater than either 0.246 B or 4 (fw -1)

PDntimuous record of angle of heel for 

    Date: ~+ June 1953, 5.30 to 6. cc 
     Trip: Kojiri to Hakone-macni 
     Passengers: 143 girl students. 
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(b) 

(c) 

In

 GM= 0.005MB/4f.. • • • f must not be greater than either 0.123 B, 2 (f,- 1), or 2(fc =1). 

 GM= (Bwd+fi)/f (u4+w) • •. • • f must not be greater than either 0.123 B or 2 (fm -1). 

the foregoing formulas the symbols have the following significance : 

  GM= Metacentric height in feet. 

    B= Molded beam in feet. 

    fo = Shell-opening freeboard in feet. 
    A = Exposed longitudinal area in square feet above waterline on which the wind may 

        act in the upright position. 

    M =Sum of the moments about the centerline of the vessel, in feet3, of the total net 

         passenger-deck areas on one side of the vessel. 

     d= Distance in feet from the vessel's centerline to the center of gravity of the com-

         partments. 
     G = Displacement in long tons. 

    f,= Weather-deck freeboard in feet.

    0.0050+ - - 00
, for Group I.             2 0.00, 000 

2 
c= 0.0033+ L for Group II. 

           X00, 000, 000 

   0.0025+ 0 L- 000 for Group III.           20 , 000, 

h = Vertical distance in feet from center of A to one-half the draft. 

w=Capacity in cubic feet to waterline of at least two adjacent compartments. 

u=35 for salt water, 35.9 for fresh water. 

L = Length in feet on waterline. 
i = Transeverse moment of inertia of the compartments, in feet4, at the level of water-

    line about an axis passing through the center of gravity of the free surface and 

    parallel to the vessel's centerline.

      APPENDIX III. RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR PASSENGER VESSELS 

                      (UNITED STATES COAST GUARD) 

 The U.S.C.G. Regulations appears to be the modification of the Final Report of the American 

Marine Standards Committee, and they give the minimum GM by the following formulae. 

 (1) Weather criteria 
 The required minimum metacentric height (GM) in feet at any particular draft is obtained 

from the following formula : 

           GM= PAh/d tan 0 

 where : L = Length between perpendiculars in feet. 

          A = Projected lateral area in square feet of portion of vessel above waterline.

h = Vertical distance in feet from center of A to center of underwater lateral area or 

   approximately one-half draft point. 

d = Displacement in long tons. 

P=O. 0050+(_14 )tons/f12 for ocean and coastwise service. 

             

, 200 

L  =0.0033+( lrtons/ft2 or partially protected waters such as lakes, bays, and 
        \ 14, 200 ~ 

    sounds, and Great Lakes (summerservice). 

           L 2 
 = 0.0025+ 14 200 tons/ft2 for protected waters such as rivers, harbors, etc. 

,
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        d = Angle of heel to one-half the freeboard to the deck edge or 14 degrees whichever 

            is less. (For vessels having a discontinuous *eather deck or abnormal sheer, 

           the angle to one-half the freeboard may be suitably modified.) 

(2) Passenger criteria 
The required minimum metacentric height (GM) in feet is obtained from the following formula : 

         GM= Nx b/244 tan a 

where : 

       N=Number of passengers. 

       d = Displacement in long tons. 

       a=Angle of heel to deck edge or 14 degrees, whichever is less. 

       b = Distance in feet from the vessel's centerline to the geometrical center of the pas-

            senger deck area on one side of centerline.
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